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jannat 2 is one of the best movies ever made. it is a drama set in the late 1930s. pakistani physicist ishak mirza studies the effect of gamma rays on anvils.
he realises that the anvils will explode within a decade if certain events occur. he tries to communicate this to his uncle who in turn tries to shut him up.

shama unct holds up the show till ishak, by forcing ishak to live with his family. just before the expected time, the anvils explode in the town. a man has to go
through a lot of turmoil to reach his final destination. though in the end it becomes a reward for the journey. so people love voyages and tend to travel

everywhere. it is quite evident by the fact that the internet has popularised the term visit. the success of the film has been undeniable. with an incredible
cast, which includes akshay kumar, hema malini, prakash raj, and sanjay dutt. the story has been great and the lyrics are a great time-pass for the audience.

the music of the film has been appreciated by the viewers. the viewers are hooked to the song- khoya khoya chand, with its amazing rhythm and voice. #
film story : the black prince (2015) is a fun-filled, drama, adventure, spy and mystery movie that will keep you entertained. the movie is based on the true

story of the black prince, a crown prince of punjab, who is brought in the 19th century england against his will. with the advent of queen victoria on the
throne, the boy is torn between his indian and british family. his growing attachment to the queen is the focus of the movie. # film story : he was forced to

marry a princess from the punjab and his life as a prince turns out to be hard. after he escapes, he needs to start a new life and moves to england. he has to
face various obstacles such as his father-in-law and uncle. he meets a british princess, who falls in love with him and they both get engaged. but when he

escapes from england with the help of london police they get framed for the murder of a wealthy businessman. the movie also tells about the good and bad
side of a spy and his life.
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the last jedi is a star wars movie that happens
in the movie franchise after star wars : the

force awakens. it is presented by the popular
directors of the star wars : rian johnson. it
revolves around the new starkiller, rey and
luke skywalker played by carrie fisher, mark

hamill and adam driver. it is the sequel of the
eighth instalment in the skywalker saga. as
with most of their other television shows,
netflix has been producing some original
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series and has been making a name for
themselves in the television world. a few of
these programs are house of cards, stranger
things, and narcos which are all available in

hindi dubbed on netflix. i love watching
documentaries and have been streaming a
documentary on the nuclear testing in the

pacific ocean.. filmed over the span of years,
its created by an international team of

scientists and students. it has interesting facts
and stories about the giant nuclear bomb

explosions in the pacific ocean. the
documentary will eventually be published by
netflix. you may have heard of ikea, but have
you ever heard of ikeaborg? it is a beautiful

concept to prevent the forests from being cut
down. it is the most eco-friendly and stylish
furniture place to get your furniture. i like it
because it is no longer a brand, but it is a

movement that aims to conserve the green
life we have on earth. you can find it on

amazon. from the tudor times to the modern
age, you can find some of the greatest ships

ever built. the black pearl is one of them.
starring johnny depp, its a ship that has
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become a literary character in literature. apart
from that, the movie is about pirates, so you

cant look past this. 5ec8ef588b
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